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So That the Dream Does Not Become Broken
To be a CEO… Is that the dream? In reality, it’s a huge challenge, and after the fact, in

hindsight, 68% of CEOs say they took on the job without really being ready to assume
this role...

There are indeed obstacles to be overcome… You might as well be aware of them and
think about it ahead of time, to feel better prepared in case…
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New Ideas for Hotels
Hotels are changing rapidly. They are looking for
new ideas and innovations to put in place. Many

guests are tired of the classic formula and would
like to be able to turn to experiences that are
more original and authentic.

A new current is emerging. More and more visitors and tourists want to “blend” into the local li-

festyle, somewhat “as if they had always been
there”, and get off the beaten path.

An interesting avenue was raised to carry out a

It’s not just huddle rooms
that need videoconferencing!

Intelligently Deciding on the Right Working
Environment

hotel project in Paris. Architects have studied the

In our recent columns we have long insisted on equipment for

These

Here, we “break the usual codes”, and are really

small groups to have impromptu meetings.

the “Designfunktion” group in collaboration with the

“huddle rooms”, these small meeting rooms provided to allow

days

the

working

environment

takes

a

variety of forms. A recent study was conducted by

original idea of recreating, in a hotel room, the
sensations that a Parisian apartment provides.
into new experiences.

Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Engineering (IAO)

and other partners, on the theme “Offices and Efficient
Working Environments”.
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Brand Image
Is A Matter of Visibility
Imagine that you have planned an event (meeting, event,
conference, convention, show). Try to make the most of

it and make your business become better known. Brand
image is, at the end of the day, a matter of visibility
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It’s Increasingly Becoming “Frequently Asked Kiosks”!
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Pitfalls that Lose Customers

Summon the unexpected!
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From Punishment to Effectiveness Via True Debate
Meetings are most often lived through as a punishment. The logical consequence is that
attending them is loathed.

B

ut the equation is simple – the purpose
of a meeting is to carry out discussions
that could not be done otherwise. The
little problem is that most meetings do not give
rise to debates!

necessary to think about it first. The question
must not give the answer either (we all know
the adage, “there is no question without a prior
answer”).
A good and real question will mean, for all the

ment of quiet, introverted or timid people. It’s often these “hidden” people who bring the richest
contributions. They can be encouraged to be
involved, by addressing them first and assuring
them that it is important for the group to be able
to benefit from their particular viewpoints.
It is essential to try to create a climate
of “psychological security” where participants feel genuinely encouraged to express their true thoughts and their true
feelings.
You can also jump into the deep end
once the discussions are well underway,
“Here’s a risky idea I have… “It is essential
to reward risk-taking and banish reactions
of rejection or irony.
It is still possible to beat around the bush
and assign the role of devil’s advocate to
a coworker. This technique works well provided you are certain there are contrary
opinions present around the table.

It is necessary to begin with a REAL question.
It will work by beginning from this very simple
basis. When there are real debates, problems
are dissected, different options are reviewed,
different points of view are heard… Everyone
is free to express themselves without any fear
of reprisals. There again, the rub also hurts, because disagreements and debates are often
associated with personal attacks. But it is good
to know that the best decisions are made when
starting from friction of
this kind.
Some avenues to try
out…
It has to start with a
question and not an
opinion. If you are a
manager, do not begin
by declaring, “I think that
this is what should be
done… I would like to
know your opinion” … If
you do this, it is a good
bet that everyone will
agree with you, without
making any objection.
But a question must not
be too general, nor…
too direct, to avoid interconnecting everything
and avoid limiting options too much. So it is
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Creating a climate of “psychological
security”

When a decision is taken, it is necessary
then to “calm the enthusiasm” and “open
the eyes” by eliminating the “this is the
ideal solution” phenomenon, which often tends to obscure the negative consequences of this decision. It is a normal
overreaction to give more attention to the
data that confirms the correctness of the
decision.
So it is necessary then to “force the negative”
and schedule a meeting very soon where all
the participants list the “five greatest risks” taken by deciding to go for this decision. Or again,
“If the idea fails, what would the main reasons
be for this failure…”

It will then be necessary to calm the “natural
leaders” and not let them dominate to the de-

Putting these tips into practice will make meetings less boring and, above all, more effective!

participants, that you want a REAL debate and
that you are encouraging everyone to express
themselves.

So That the Dream Does Not Become Broken
To be a CEO… Is that the dream? In reality, it’s a huge challenge, and after the fact, in hindsight, 68% of CEOs
say they took on the job without really being ready to assume this role...

T

here are indeed obstacles
to be overcome… You might
as well be aware of them

direction, accompanied by a sudden respect for which he was not
used to before. Which is quite dis-

lence, at any price. Yet admitting
they “don’t know” is the real best
answer. It’s better than pretending

for management as well as for hiring senior executives. Here (management) and there (hiring) will
once again arise the problem of
specializations that you have not
mastered. Yet you cannot let other
people take charge of these tasks,
which are truly an “art”.
There are heuristics, fortunately.
Indications on leadership can by
found by analyzing a person’s history, for example. Also, one sign
that can be relied on is that the
staff of his former position (or company) is motivated to follow him in
his new function. Another way is to
ask whether the employees that
this candidate led find this person credible and competent, and
would they like to work for her?

and think about it ahead of time, to
feel better prepared in case…

Avoid stepping forward
and wanting to “prove your
intelligence”
The burden of
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y,
above all. In the
end, everything
falls back on the
CEO, there is no
safety net. A CEO
is responsible for
everything that
happens in the
company. A target not reached?
It’s his responsibility even if sales
are in no way his speciality. This
“burden of responsibility” of the
CEO is also “read” into the fact
that all eyes suddenly turn in his

arming, at least in the early days.
If you have already been elected
CEO, it’s because you were part
of an elite group of the company,
in one field or another. You may
have come from finance, marketing, sales, etc. As
soon as you are
CEO, you are no
longer this specialist, you have
become a generalist! In other
words, you will be
dealing with problems and topics that you don’t
necessarily know
anything about.
Imagine having to
make a decision in these circumstances!
“New CEOs” are digging their
heels in, then, and want to prove
their intelligence and their excel-

to know what you don’t know and
above all it lets you really learn
something from an expert employee.

Developing a convincing
strategy
Before being promoted to CEO,
you analyzed the past and dealt
with the problems that arose. Now
you will be looking after the future.
You have become the ship’s captain and you have to have your
eyes riveted on the road ahead to
arrive at the right port. There will
be a host of related decisions to
make, linked to the “normal” path
for the company, but it will first and
foremost be necessary to establish a strategy and a convincing
“vision”, then translate it all into
clear goals that you will then have
to communicate.
Of course, you will be responsible

Regarding managing the management team, one possible approach
is to ask questions like, “What are
your priorities for the quarter?”,
“Why these priorities?”, “How
are you going to achieve them?”,
“How do you measure your performance?”.
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How the cloud transforms
international business communications
Ten years since the global credit crisis, the world has changed immeasurably. And perhaps in
no other area is this change as evident as in technology. As the global economy slipped into
the most profound recession since the Great Depression of the 1930s, century-old financial
intuitions and industrial hegemons that harvested immeasurable power and wealth were lost
into a seemingly bottomless credit sinkhole.

B

ut as the dust settled, a new breed
of enterprise emerged to challenge
the old elite. These new companies
sought to upend traditional business models
Interprefy

and defy long-held assumptions about doing
business. And while these emergent and disruptive companies varied in their approaches
and spanned a wide range of industries, they
all shared a secret weapon that would assure
their rapid ascent to become global technology hegemons: cloud computing.
The likes of Uber, AirBnb and Alibaba upturned traditional business models, replacing them with cloud-enabled marketplaces.
The proliferation of smartphones meant consumers could suddenly access a vast range
of services at the touch of a pocket-sized
screen.
Meanwhile, enterprises and individuals offering their goods and services through these
online exchanges were no longer confined
to their locality. Instead, they had access to
a global marketplace, making their offering
scalable in a way that was previously unimaginable.
What has any of this got to do with the translation and interpreting industry?
Had you asked that question five years ago,
the answer would have been, well, not much.
But having started within the most active consumer industries, the post-recession wave of
digital disruption is reaching this specialist
and intricate industry.
When it comes to interpreting and technology, conversations tend to focus on whether
solutions driven by artificial intelligence could
one day replace humans.
This is a tiresome and careworn discussion
which I won’t go into here. But what is less
often discussed is the role cloud computing
has to play to bring interpreting into the digital age by enhancing the end user experience while opening new opportunities for in-
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terpreters.
Remote simultaneous interpreting (RSI) is
not a new concept. Several enterprises endeavored to introduce platforms in the early
2000s.
However, slow internet connections made
it an unreliable, slow and frustrating experience. Furthermore, the user experience of
Interprefy
these platforms was poorly conceived, and
interpreters quickly became disillusioned
with the concept. These companies rapidly goods of warehouse shelves, and autonovanished.
mous vehicles will soon be hitting our roads.
But as Henry Ford put it, ‘failure is the opportunity to begin more intelligently.’ And since This is not the case in our industry. It is unthose early days, internet speeds have in- likely that technology could rival a human increased vastly, and cloud computing has terpreter anytime in the near future.
facilitated RSI providers to offer a range of
useful tools to make interprets more comfort- But as the RSI pioneer Bill Woods said in the
able, not least high-resolution video streams 1980s, ‘interpreters will not be replaced by
technology, but by interpreters using technolof the event itself, in real-time.
What makes RSI so attractive to interpreters ogy.’
is they can work anywhere
in the world without havHow the cloud has revolutionised language interpreting
ing to be onsite. No longer
are they required to travel
to remote venues on unInterprefy is a powerful cloud-based platform which can propaid time. Instead, they
vide remote simultaneous interpreting for one-to-one meetings,
can spend their time more
roundtables, corporate events and large-scale conferences, in
efficiently while creating a
as many languages as required.
higher stream of income,
as they’re compensated
The user-friendly platform allows interpreters to work refor every hour of work they
motely and participants to use their smartphones as recomplete. Because RSI receivers by downloading the dedicated app. Because
moved the need for organinterpreters need not travel, and no AV equipment and interpretation booths are needed on-site, cost savings compaizations to spend time and
money on hotels, visas,
red to conventional interpreting technology are substantial.
booths and AV equipment,
the reduced cost opens up
Interprefy AG
interpreting to a whole new
Tel: +44 7824 332 484
E-mail: greg.mcewan@interprefy.com
market segment, meaning
more work for interpreters.
Website: www.interprefy.com
Fundamental
principles
of economics dictate that
lower prices lead to higher
demand.
All successful industry
cloud companies hold
the same belief that the
customer is best served
through harnessing technology. This unparalleled
customer intimacy has
permeated most industries
with phenomenal results
by breaking down physical and virtual barriers.
Technological leaps have
meant robots are picking

Solutions to the Needs of Interpreters
In a conference that brings together a multicultural audience, participants can come from all over

U

the world.

nder these conditions, interpreters have
an important role to play, since they
must translate proposals clearly and accurately. To do this, they must have the appropriate equipment, in order to be able to concentrate on communication and transmission of the
message.

The specific needs of interpreters
It is important to let them keep the different
speakers in view, in order to capture their movements, gestures and expressions (non-verbal

communication) which enrich the verbal communication.
The same applies to the room itself, which must
be clearly visible, so the interpreter can analyze
the whole meeting.

The presentations (graphs, tables, etc.) of the
speakers must be visible.
To achieve this, it will be necessary to use
high-quality monitors, retractable if possible,
considering the limited space where interpreters work and the need to maintain an unobstructed view of the room and what’s happening in it.

Albert Holm’s solutions
Albert Holm specializes in interpretation booth
equipment.
Its references include innovative achievements
done on behalf of the European Commission,
the European Parliament and the European
Court of Auditors. The facilities there have interpreting booths that are equipped with different Albert Holm monitors.
The most frequently used options for these interpreting (and commenting) booths are the Albert Holm2 monitors, which can be manually
folded, leaving the field of view free when necessary. Their installation is very easy, requiring
no maintenance and the quality of their images
is unbeatable.
The translation booths also use Dynamic1H
monitors, equipped with a motorized system to
take a fully adjustable position and which can
memorize the desired angle the screen takes.

Under the Albiral brand there is also an integrated screen, with a fixed inclination of 34 degrees, and HD-SDI inputs which integrate perfectly in the workspaces.
Albiral Display Solutions
Tel: +34 850 23 76
E-mail: sharbach@albiral.com
Website: arthurholm.com / albiral.com
Videolink: Youtube.com/arthurholm1

Meetings, the “Hot” Subject Par Excellence!
The subject is “hot”, it is frequently a subject of these columns, and it keeps coming back, because
the phenomenon is recurrent – there are many boring meetings and we are all asking for any tips

M

or tricks that can address this nuisance.

eetings are indispensable, of course.
This is where decisions are made and
the company will always have to arrange them.

Break the table!
They are considered boring and time consuming. They are criticized for slowing productivity
and curbing initiatives. Many studies have been
devoted to the subject and the usual advice is
well known.
Don’t overload the week, schedule them
shorter, make sure to let creativity flourish…
Beyond that, we can distill other tips…
One of them is to completely remove the
sacrosanct meeting table. If it proves necessary, opt for a round one, which removes the image of a hierarchy. But you
can opt for chairs in a circle to encourage direct and spontaneous communication between colleagues and eliminate as
much as possible the formal aspect.
Breaking up longer meetings is also an

option. Take breaks, liven it up. In any case,
studies point out that performance increases
when you stand while working.

Make silence speak
You can also decide to “have a change of scenery”, fleeing the meeting room literally and get
together in more unlikely places.
It would seem that the ability to concentrate is
directly linked to the novelty of the experience,

so changing the routine promotes engagement.
Any place can do the trick, from a café to a park
bypassing (even!) the stress of downtown.
Much more original and completely “incongruous”, it seems that using little accessories,
such as anti-stress balls, can relax participants.
Whatever, de-stressing by doing something
creative (unrelated to the work in progress)
makes it more productive in the long run.
In the same vein, introducing playful elements can both relax while helping to “refocus”.
Humor, for example, creates an atmosphere of camaraderie that leads to increased productivity.
Finally, use the strength of total silence.
We often equate the concept of collaboration with that of chatting, but silence allows us to get to the depths of problems
and deal with them better.
You have to give it the necessary space
and not fill it at all costs with gesturing or
PowerPoint presentations
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It’s not just huddle rooms that need videoconferencing!
In our recent columns we have long insisted on equipment for “huddle
rooms”, these small meeting rooms provided to allow small groups

I

to have impromptu meetings.

n the process, we addressed introducing
videoconferencing in these small spaces.
However, it’s time to turn our attention to
large meeting rooms that also have videoconferencing needs. And they are important.

A concept demanded by employees!
Indeed, videoconferencing technology is set
to experience very strong growth.
According to Nemertes Research, more than
a third of organizations intend to deploy videoconferencing in their large rooms (more than
10 participants), while only 25% of companies (in comparison!) plan to equip their small
meeting rooms.
The market is huge, since we can also see
that only 20% of large halls are equipped for
videoconferencing.
The main reason for this expected boom is
to be found in … employees, both for small
rooms and large halls.
And yes, the videoconferencing concept has
been adopted by the general public through
applications like FaceTime, Hangouts, Skype
and WhatsApp, and all these people expect
to have the same type of facilities when they
are at work.
These individuals like to benefit from sharing
“non-verbal communication” and know that
videoconferencing increases engagement,
especially for remote workers.

Truly superior engagement
We know that large halls are primarily used by
large work teams, and by executives.
Under these conditions, it is conceivable
that the company allocates a budget for their
equipment, so that they are regularly upgrad-

Kinly Benelux BV
ed. And among
the “hot” points,
videoconferencing is in good
stead.
Managers have
also found that
engagement
of
remote workers is
lower when they
attend a meeting
only through audio.
With
videoconferencing,
remote staff actively participate with
everyone in the

Kinly Benelux BV

Dekom
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meeting room.
Particular
emphasis
is
placed on ease of use. And
on the importance of having identical interfaces in all
of the company’s meeting
rooms.
The rooms must also have
videoconference systems
that can connect with all the
systems (BlueJeans, Skype
for business, Webex and
Zoom).
Also note that, according to
the study, voice commands
are increasingly appreciated and popular – it is ordered, by voice, to record,
begin or end connections.

Attendance Records Broken for InfoComm
The InfoComm Fair constitutes one of the largest events in the United States that focuses on
the pro-audiovisual industry. It’s a unique opportunity to learn about the latest audiovisual

I

technologies.

nfoComm was held from June 8 to 11, 2018,
and broke all attendance records, with close
to 1,000 participants and more than 44,000
visitors. It should be noted that 41% of them
were end users, an increase of 10% in this respect compared to the preceding fair in 2016.

InfoComm is an event produced by the Avixa
company. David Labuskes, CEO of Avixa,
(Trade Association representing the professional audiovisual and information communications industries worldwide) felt “that this is certainly the best InfoComm edition ever held”.
At the same time, he stressed the interest of attending both the ISE (Amsterdam, Europe) and
InfoComm, to maximize knowledge and opportunities in the sector.
Recall that ISE, Integrated Systems Europe, is
the European “twin” of InfoComm and the largest exhibition for audiovisual and systems integration professionals in the world. Thus, the
February 2019 edition will attract more than
1,300 exhibitors and 80,000 participants.

Focusing on solutions and results!
But to get back to InfoComm.
David has noted a major change in the quality
and type of content exhibited with a significant
increase given to solutions and results, which
has considerably improved the experience both
for participants and exhibitors.
The goals pursued have always been to marry
the experience with the technology, and to be
able to present a truly usable product. As for
attendance, it is remarkable.
Of course, we could develop a marketing campaign which would attract 150,000 people, but

they would not be “good” participants, and
these people would not benefit from the networking and sharing experience. In addition,
they would be people who would not
buy.

These are the decision-makers of the fair who
are formulating their choices in terms of investment. They make buying decisions and sign

Indeed, there is always a balance to
be achieved between growth in attendance and respect for the quality
of participants. We have achieved this
this year.

Surging presence of end users
This year, 41% of participants were
end users, corresponding to an increase of about 10% compared to the
previous time.

checks.
This type of event is also a unique opportunity
for interesting informal networking. In this way,
exhibitors can discover – and learn – what end
users value (or not) at the integrators who work
for them.
The fair must be considered as a microcosm
of the market – the more sellers there are, the
more dynamic the market is, provided however
that the relevance of offers remains constant.
One regret however – it would be desirable to
have more equitable sharing of participation
between men and women.
This point needs work, because creativity increases when different people, from all walks
of life, from both sexes and from all environments, meet.
Finally, let us recall that 60% of exhibitors at
ISE do not exhibit at InfoComm and vice versa.
Under these conditions, to have a good idea of
the state of the market, it is advisable to attend
both fairs.
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Meeting Rooms Are Finally Smart!
In our preceding editions, we have insisted on the necessity of using a meeting room management

I

system.

ndeed, although booking a room seems
easy “a priori”, especially in small companies, as soon as we look at it from the point
of view of large companies we realize that the
situation is completely changed.

Immediate availability in real time
The more employees there are, the more meetings there are and the greater the risk of bottlenecks, especially at certain times of the year,
such as during annual assessments, for example.
A “smart” booking system is a simpler solution
that creates less stress and eliminates any time
lost.
Participants connect to booking software and
can access everyone’s availability in real time.
This makes it easier to determine the best time
for meetings.
Calendars can be created for meeting rooms,
which lets you see at a glance if a room is free.
The whole process only takes a few minutes instead of several hours, which frees up time for
preparing the content of the meeting.
If a meeting has to be rescheduled, a new room

can also be found immediately, and it is possible to incorporate preferences into the booking
system.

rooms at the end of the day to turn them off.
This saves time and eliminates mistakes (always possible).

Intelligence that reduces overhead
expenses

These devices can be paired with the booking software, so that the booked room is lit and
heated when the meeting begins.

In addition, intelligence can be injected into
meeting rooms, to make them more respectful
of the environment, thereby enabling the company to reduce its overhead costs.
Thus, it will be admitted that management of
lighting plays a
significant role. In
this regard, motion detectors can
take care of turning the lights off,
regulating
temperature, closing
the screens and
other electronic
devices.

In the audiovisual field, smart meeting rooms
can be equipped with recording systems to create high quality videos that can then be distributed to people who could not be present at the
meeting.

It is no longer
necessary
for
someone to go
around the different
meeting

Avoiding “ambush meetings”
We get surprised when we estimate how many slides are still to be displayed… or again
we get numbed at how slow the clock is… No question, when we attend one of these many

D

useless meetings!
on’t be afraid of words, they would be
much less indigestible if they were purely and simply replaced by an email!

There is always a climax
But there are others, although too rare, where
we really “take off”, where there are intense
moments, where we make decisions by feeling transfigured. We constantly chase after
these rare successes … by losing time in empty meaningless ambushes where droning on is
the sad rule.
In a “usual” meeting, there
is a climax, a sort of key moment when participants interact and are in unison. It’s only
a moment, estimated to be
about four minutes.
An effective meeting could
perhaps be constructed by
analyzing this content and
trying to expand it, which
would maximize engagement
and productivity…
Pragmatically, there are clear
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signs of attention, provided you know how to
detect them. Real attention is the absence of
any distraction (stop sending SMS, stop writing
compulsively, etc).
As the saying goes, one remains “speechless”. There is body language as well – participants nod their heads, lean towards the speaker... This is the key moment, the climax of the
meeting. By the way, this proves, once again,
that you really have to used videoconferencing when you want to engage (and see the en-

gagement) of remote staff.

Know how to use it and postpone the rest
to later
But it’s also possible to inject attention! To
achieve this, you have to leave the theory behind, you need “personal unloading”: expressing your opinion, talking about your own experience and encouraging others to do the same. If
the most reticent begins to dare, we are reaching the goal, you still have to strike while the
iron’s hot, not let the moment pass and capitalize on it. Sometimes you have to agree to leave
the agenda strictly speaking. If enthusiasm
rouses the troops, if creativity is unleashed, it is
not necessary to “move on to something else”,
it is necessary to use it and postpone the rest
to later.
Of course, you have to “take pictures” of these
fleeting moments, in other words you have to
take critical notes, the significant views to then
be able to recall these instants, draw all the energy and make them last. These notes will then
have real value.
Meetings that allow these moments to emerge
are an extremely effective way to move things
forward.

New Ideas for Hotels
Hotels are changing rapidly. They are looking for new ideas and innovations to put in place. Many
guests are tired of the classic formula and would like to be able to turn to experiences that are
more original and authentic.

A

new current is emerging. More and more
visitors and tourists want to “blend” into
the local lifestyle, somewhat “as if they
had always been there”, and get off the beaten path.

Recreating a Parisian apartment in the
room
An interesting avenue was raised to carry out
a hotel project in Paris. Architects have studied
the original idea of recreating, in a hotel room,
the sensations that a Parisian apartment provides. Here, we “break the usual codes”, and
are really into new experiences.
As a general rule, rooms should be more flexible and allow scenarios to be individualized by
the guests.
This requires a great deal of modularity and
flexibility, because it will be a question of meeting different expectations of guests who are
themselves all different depending on, among
others, their tastes, ages and nationalities.
These rooms have to be equipped with new
communication technologies. With a major constraint – use must flow from the source, must
be really user-friendly, because even a computer enthusiast will not have the
same equipment at home.
Of course, surfing on the
wave of smartphones and
their apps will be widely
sought. This will allow the
guest to open his room and
benefit from the hotel’s services.
Doing so will be considered
a “plus” before it becomes a
downright “must”!

Ideally using existing spas
High-end hotels must also
put their efforts into spas. A
spa is now intrinsically asso-

ciated with the mental image the guest makes
of a luxury hotel – even for travelers who are
not going to use it, it helps to strengthen their
egos. It is also worth noting that certain hotels

open their spas to outside clients in order to improve their profitability.
Although they have spas, many hotels do not
use them appropriately. It is a question
of making them more consistent with
the needs of different guests.
A businessman who has just spent
more than ten hours traveling could
thus be more interested in “jetlag”
care than by a simple “relaxation” or
“well-being” service.
Focusing services according to local
specifics (quality of the water, rocks,
flora) is also an avenue in line with visitors’ concerns.
And indeed a person does not necessarily want to take the time to “treat
themselves”, but if she sees a link with
the purpose of her stay, she will be
more receptive to the services offered
by the spa.
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Intelligently Deciding on the Right Working Environment
These days the working environment takes a variety of forms. A recent study was conducted by the
“Designfunktion” group in collaboration with the Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Engineering (IAO) and

A

other partners, on the theme “Offices and Efficient Working Environments”.

s part of this, various types of arrangements were tested. This study interviewed more than one thousand business experts as well as representatives of the
architecture and real estate sectors who deal
with the question of “new working environments” in their organizations. The first results
were published at the ORGATEC 2018 European press conference in Amsterdam. Let’s listen
to Samir Ayoub, associate director of Designfunktion.

The multispace environment is rated
“The study was sponsored to find out what to
consider in order for a new office concept to be
successful.
Multispace environments get
the most possitive results
since they can be used flexibly by all employees.

larly in demand today?
“Eight projects out of ten are open offices. The
vast majority opt for multispace concepts. It is
particularly important, during planning of these
developments, that a thorough assessment of
the company’s needs is carried out at an early
stage.
And to determine what the working styles are,
what the communication events (as well as
their form) are and what the necessary parameters are.
What level of concentration is required for
which activities?
We resolve these and other questions by using
a specific consultation method.”

Team work is promoted, the
degree of autonomy is higher.
54% of study participants expect multispatial environments
to become the dominant norm
in their businesses.”

The “Designfunktion Group” is considered a
leader in the market of office environment design and fitout. What types of office are particu-

Another lesson from the study is that the arrangement of a multispace environment is less
reflective of the hierarchies within the company, which is sometimes a challenge,
since many employees expect to
have a personal desk once they
have reached a
certain grade.

Designfunktion Group
As we know, the world of work is constantly evolving, but Samir Ayoub emphasizes that
this change is not perceived as being too fast.
The speed of transformation is even described
as been much too slow! However, when interviewing senior executives, they feel that work

Designfunktion Group
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organization is being modernized at an appropriate pace.

They consider it as
a “status symbol”.
There is also a
strong trend of
well-being
as
a major issue,
which needs to be
achieved as much
as possible.

“A multispace environment
means taking the work into account by activity, which means
that appropriate spaces are
available for all of the company’s activities. It means an
employee can choose a room
for creativity, dialog, telephone
calls, relaxing and exercise.
There is a diversity that does
not exist in a traditional workplace.”

Well-being and creativity, the two
challenges

Samir Ayoub

Mobile employees
need to be made
to want to return to
their offices more
often.

It is also necessary to increase communication
to encourage a spirit of innovation and employee creativity, as one study points out that eight
innovation projects out of ten fail.
We must tackle these challenges!

Designfunktion Group

Summon the unexpected!
Certainty is needed more and more – consumers are demanding more from their shopping experience.

I

These new needs are leading many brands to experience difficulties.
t is clear from this rather confusing situation
that it is necessary to draw on the impact of
the “unexpected” to attract customers.

Cars in a café!
Under this heading are the arrangement of the
point of sale, incentives for consumer engagement and, last but not least, the way products
are presented (both in terms of visual exposure and how they are handled).
But how do you generate the unexpected?
Studying the different possibilities of achieving this is almost a paradox, but let us quote
some useful avenues…
Mixing various interests inside spaces. It’s
easy to understand – Toyota recently opened
“cafés” where it presents its range in an “unexpected” and casual setting where consumers
can have a coffee.
The interest is mixed here – become acquainted with the models and/or
have a drink, without any
sales pressure.

Topshop
Apple Plaza Liberty Milan

Showcases can play the
role of magnets, provided
they are designed differently.
Recently, an artist in Los
Angeles created a showcase using brightly colored candies on behalf of
Chrome Hearts. Indeed,
the more “sensorial” the
experience, the more likely it is to attract a significant number of customers.
The products themselves
can be used to act as elements of design, as KITH
did by placing its shoes to
add textures to the walls
and ceilings of its stores.
This way of operating lets
the public discover the
product in a whole new
way.

Hitting the same nail
twice
A living store is a profitable store! To be alive, it
takes two lungs – an interactive presence on the
internet AND a physical
presence in the “bricks
and mortar” store. Online
sales and in-store sales
do not compete with each
other, they support each
other, in a way “hitting the
same nail twice”.

Put products in the spotlight, without being excessive, without trying
to place everything. The
space then focuses on
“key products”. Customers can be engaged with
the least amount of “distractions”.
As has often been pointed out, lighting should be
an absolute priority. It lets
the best products be highlighted and, on its own,
can influence the atmosphere and the customer
experience.

Apple Kyoto on Shijo Dori

As other world-renowned
companies have done
(think Apple), there is
every interest in making
product packaging unique:
colors, characters, images
must be in harmony with
the store and the brand
image.
Virtual reality can come to
the rescue and “expand”
the experience. Topshop,
in England, has used this
technique by creating a
virtual reality water slide
across London in its Oxford Street store, where
consumers use a real
slide in the store, combined with virtual reality.
We hope these few ideas
will let you summon the
unexpected and get results.
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It’s Increasingly Becoming “Frequently Asked Kiosks”!
Kiosks are on the way! The early cumbersome machines have given way
to aesthetically pleasing assemblies, which are part of the marketing

S

strategy and which can offer consumers a unique experience.

Elvis and Priscilla at your service!

stock. Integration of the Internet of Things in
kiosks also allows, for example, integration of
NFC technology (Near Field Communication)
for wireless payment between a telephone
and a terminal.

Multikey touch screens have transfigured
their ergonomics which is now well developed. As a result, businesses and companies

Kiosks also help people with disabilities by
adjusting their height so that their screens are
accessible, and include navigation bars and

maller and more elegant, they have left
the look of “big fridges” to which they
are like a drop in the bucket.

perience, since they stand out in our oversaturated world by delivering personalized information. Customers then create their own
buying experience and refine their requests
based on their own specific wants. In a few
seconds, the customer gets a precise answer
to complex needs which would otherwise require lengthy consultation of many catalogs.
They add depth to stores
Working this way, kiosks fight what must be
called the “common marketing message fatigue”, by adding a kind of “depth” to stores
which makes them broadly competitive compared to what customers can find using
e-commerce.
They offer the personalization stores need to
attract consumers.
They increase the efficiency of a point of sale
and offer a very fast return on investment.

Elvis

with limited space are no longer hesitating to
use them.
In addition, their price has dropped at the
same time that their usefulness has increased.
The Renaissance Hotel in Las Vegas is a
good example of the use of cutting-edge kiosks.
There, two robots named Elvis and Priscilla
greatly improve consumer experience.
They can deliver items to customers at peak
times and can even take the elevator autonomously and then announce themselves when
they arrive at the guest room door.
Amazon is not behind – the company has
created pickup and return lockers scattered
throughout the United States, which allows
Amazon parcels to be received or returned
by using a special code entered on a touch
screen to open the lockers.

Standing out in an oversaturated world
In stores, customers also use kiosks to get information about their loyalty cards and to facilitate searching for products that are out of
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headphone jacks.
Brand image promotion can also rely on them!
Personalized kiosks maximize consumer ex-

Studies on the reactions of the younger generations (Generation Z and Millennials) show
that both demographic groups value in-store
kiosks. They see them as an excellent means
to discover and purchase products.
They make predictive proposals
Kiosks generate appreciable and appreciated
results.
One study pointed out that 90% of kiosk operators use them to generate revenue, and
that the two main functions chosen for kiosks
were increasing sales and their ability to attract new customers.
A good example of measured return is in the
restaurant field. In 2017, there was a dramatic increase in the use of kiosks in fast-service
restaurants.
They very quickly reported increased revenue. The software for these kiosks also allows for “predictive” proposals, which make

Kiosks also have an elephant’s memory which
is very interesting when it comes to remembering a customer and their order history.
Starting with this valuable information , it is
very easy to offer recommendations that take
into account his taste and the material he already has. Artificial intelligence is already doing wonders and will do more and more in the
future.
For example, a cosmetics manufacturer is using an interactive technology in store kiosks
that allows customers to use a kiosk as if it
were a mirror, and so to try different shades
of lipstick or other makeup.
Personalization is going to go well and more
and more of it!
recommendations as the current order is being placed, generating additional orders. In
addition, since kiosks accelerate placing orders, companies can redeploy counter staff to
making and serving the dishes.

They slash queues!
Another eloquent example is that queues
have been analyzed in amusement parks and
it was found that they have a negative impact
on consumer spending.
If these parks deploy self-service kiosks and
mobile booking apps, the time saved would
generate more visitor spending.
In a traditional store, kiosks allow browsing

of
different
variations of
items which,
by the nature of things,
cannot all be
found in the
store.
The customer can then
make
his
choice
and
opt for either
home delivery
or for pickup
at the point of
sale.

Pitfalls that Lose Customers
It’s becoming more and more of a reflex - at the point of purchasing a product, consumers will pull out their

T

mobile phone and engage in a frantic search on the internet.
he situation is even more pronounced
in the United States where the phenomenon affects a majority of Americans.

“Article categories” are thought of
The search in question is done by article
“category”, without being guided by a search
for a particular brand.
Businesses with an internet
presence should invent ways
to guide consumers – the
search process should be as
easy as possible throughout
the purchasing process. To do
this, consumer behavior must
first be observed.
They often write up “lists”, either physical on paper, or digital, on the smartphone, computer or tablet.
As a result, a good idea for
businesses could be to make
pre-filled lists available, like a
“shopping list for newborns”,
“shopping list for back-toschool”, “shopping list for the

apartment”, “shopping list for working on the
road”, etc, etc.

For brands, it’s open competition!
The case of “brands” has been mentioned
and it’s true that when the consumer searches for a category of product he does not gen-

erally have a marked preference for any of
them in particular.
Statistics show that at the beginning of the
search process almost nine people out of ten
have no idea what brand they want to buy.
Here, competition is therefore wide open.
Another important lesson in searches on the
subject is that consumers
flee slow sites (a general
phenomenon) but ALSO
those that do not provide
relevant and useful information.
It is also noted that 80%
of smartphone users buy
more readily from companies whose sites help
them easily find answers
to their questions.
In addition, the public expects to be able to resume
the buying process where
they left off, when they return to the site after having left it, and hate having
to resume the procedure
from scratch.
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Attention – Attention Is Earned!
Indeed, you have to be careful, attention is not to be taken for granted, it is earned!

C

onsider your digital signage
system and observe the flow
of people who come and
go… These individuals are traveling
and moving to their destinations. In
NO case are they moving with the
purpose of watching your messages!

You have to force people
So it’s a question of “forcing” them to
watch, slowing them down, making
them listen and register your message and also… take action. You
have less than ten seconds to get
there, seven on average…
And this challenge has the absolute priority –
no matter what technique you use and the cost
of your equipment, if engagement does not fol-

Digital Signage Summit Europe 2018
a scene. You can use “buddies” who accompany your messages. Success is guarantees,
but… the technique can become costly, because you obviously have to compensate these
people!
Less exotic, but very important – you have to
avoid the “old poster effect”. What’s
that? Yes, you know the phenomenon, when you pass like everyone
else in front of posters that have
been there for several months without noticing them…
In fact, people are looking for new
information and if your screens don’t
broadcast any, they will stop looking
at them!

Motion detectors help!
low, you have lost your time and your investment is useless!
What avenues are there?
Nothing attracts attention like people watching
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Use movement! Movement catches our eye (it
is equipped with movement detectors, exactly) and therefore moving objects on a screen
attract attention, even if the content does not

change. The impression of “novelty” is therefore generated.
The information, the news itself plays a key
role, since broadcasting it guarantees attention. And it doesn’t take much effort, it’s enough
to display the time, the date, the day, the weather and the major news headlines. This information can be updated automatically.
Roughly speaking, the public is segmented
into two subpopulations. The first reacts rapidly while the second requires more incubation
time. When you launch a campaign or when
you announce an event, make the announcement well in advance (about two weeks) and
try to “tell a story”, in successive episodes, to
arouse interest.
Finally, and of course, consider your type of audience and the place where they are located.
Promoting alternative means of locomotion at
peak times is very good, however broadcasting
announcements for teachers to students is not
relevant.

Brand Image Is A Matter of Visibility
Imagine that you have planned an event (meeting, event, conference,
convention, show). Try to make the most of it and make your business
become better known. Brand image is, at the end of the day, a matter of

H

visibility

ere are some avenues
that go well beyond the
usual fliers and promotional material by soliciting a bit
of creativity.

nique to promote its
new Polaris business class seats and
lounges.
Virtual reality is the
ideal solution to highlight a concept or a
product.

Say it with… flowers!
Of course, floral decoration
is commonplace. It is usually
placed in the center of a table
or near the entrance. You can
do better.

Think also about
follow-up

For example, associate the
flowers with the colors that
match those of your company
and place the company logo
on card holders that extend beyond
the flowers.
Using a digital signage system
makes it all more “high tech” and
also allows different messages to
be displayed, and your company’s
logo will be displayed “by default”.
Short videos can be launched about
your company, event announcements, computer graphics. Placing
well equipped screens in the room
is a powerful solution.

Mobima

You can also use a virtual reality
system which will offer your guests
a tour of your business or your facilities with a 360 degree camera.
United Airlines has used this tech-

Rather than offering
cheap little trinkets
to your guests when
they leave the event,
why not decide to
Mobima
publish
and
give
them a hard-cover
personalized book (easy with digital printing!)
with your logo and a thank you message?
You will be able to insert different information
in it about your company (email, contact details, social links, sponsor ID, speaker’s ID).
This will let participants remember the event.
A little more about follow-up…
Create a short video during the event, set
it up in a lively and pleasant way, with your
logo, then place it on a website (YouTube or
elsewhere).
Make sure that it is seen by as many people
as possible and also cover all the key events
of the event.
Then send the link to all your participants
who will then be able to view it later.
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Personalization Is the Key to Success
As we know, things are going badly for supermarkets, their annual turnover is dropping
everywhere. Everywhere? Not really: Carrefour Taiwan recorded a growth of 10% of its turnover!

I

s there a secret? Yes, there is one – the
Carrefour Taiwan team has, at every moment, “the customer in mind”! How to improve service quality, how to make sure there
are no customer complaints, how to help the
consumer enjoy every moment of their day.

Shortage of cashiers at peak times
Rami Baitiéh, Carrefour Taiwan’s CEO, insists, “the essential thing is to offer better
service to our customers”. He adds that the
team has worked extensively to create real
added value for consumers.
Artificial Intelligence and “big data” have
been used to move from the usual transactions to interactive and multichannel experiences. Working with Advantec and Intel, Carrefour has managed to create and develop

get a complete analysis of traffic data in all
the different branch
stores.
Managers can then
use this information to
optimize their staff recruitment and deployment schedules, maximizing operations.

Even the air and freshness
are under control!
Concerning customer satisfaction, Advantech provided Carrefour Taiwan with over
100 customer feedback systems to collect
their comments on
service provided at the
cash registers.
These are small peripherals with a touch
screen that allows a
simple assessment to
be registered, delivering real time visibility
on the service quality
of each cashier in each
store.

new immersive experiences for better customer service.
Three domains have been revisited: optimization of management (operational efficiency
and staff assignment), customer satisfaction
and the purchasing experience.
Regarding staff, the problem is well known
– lack of a sufficient number of cashiers to
cope with peak hours. Setting up of the “UShop + Store Traffic Analytics” has helped meet
this challenge. With eight 2D cameras positioned in the Carrefour Taiwan pilot stores,
the director can determine peak times and
off times.
This solution also includes a 2D and 3D video technology that integrates transaction
data at the point of sale and delivers sales
figures in real time, average spending per
customer and the data in question at peak
times.
All this lets managers have in-depth knowledge of consumer buying behavior and insight into sales performance at peak and offpeak times, for each of the store’s branches.
It should be mentioned that in Taiwan more
than 100 Carrefour supermarkets are distributed over 5 regions. Each regional director
can access the cloud platform “UShop +” to
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To offer a better shopping experience, Carrefour
Taiwan
imAdvantech Europe B.V. plemented a digital
signage solution and
has used Advantech’s Indoor Air (IAQ) solution which reports the essential characteristics of the air (PM2,5, CO2, temperature and
humidity), product quality and real freshness
Advantech Europe B.V.
Email: iService@advantech.eu
Website: www.advantech.eu
Videolink: https://youtu.be/WzQn1N46cBc

Advantech Europe B.V.
of fruits and vegetables. Air circulation is activated when CO2 exceeds a certain threshold.
The Advantech Digital Signage used lets any
store manager control the content broadcast
on his digital signage systems. “Cloud” management lets content be distributed to a maximum of 500 peripherals. This method reduces operating costs.
In the stores, Carrefour has also set up an interactive digital signage, in collaboration with
Advantech and Intel. Consumers can then
navigate through weekly digital catalogs and
can download them by simply scanning a QR
code.

The virtual 3D fitting room
The newest Carrefour in Taiwan is a “green
building” (LED lighting, environmentally
friendly materials, water recovery system,
and rainwater collection) that lets customers
eat in the store.
For example, in the “fresh produce” space
a professional pizza oven is installed where
each person can customize their pizza incorporating their choice of items, and, for
another example, before the cash registers
the “Oh Bar” offers a wide range of hamburgers, roasted chicken, shawarmas and other
drinks.
Customer experience has also been enriched with digital technologies. For example, the virtual 3D fitting room in the textile
space provides customers with a totally new
experience.
Seeking products by category, customers
can try out different looks in just a few seconds.
On the screen, the outfits fit the customer’s
body perfectly and users can see themselves
from different angles, in order to easily find
the perfect outfit.

